CUDA Programming on NVIDIA GPUs
Mike Giles

Practical 6: odds and ends
The main objectives in this practical are to learn about:
• how to have a main code compiled with g++ and use CUDA only for
routines called by it
• how to build a library file
• how to use C++ templates

What you are to do is as follows:
1. Copy the directory prac6 from my account to yours.
2. Look at the Makefile which produces three different executables.
prac6 and prac6a are both based on the same two source files main.cpp
and prac6.cu. main.cpp has the main code and is compiled by the default
C++ compiler which is g++.
prac6.cu has the CUDA routines and is compiled by nvcc. The difference
between the two executables is that in the first case prac6.cu is compiled
and the resulting object file is linked to main.o to create prac6, whereas in
the second case prac6.cu is compiled into a library, and this is later linked
to main.o.
3. prac6b is generated by the modified code prac6b.cu which uses C++
templates to generate two versions of the kernel code, one for floats and
one for ints.
Study how they are used and ask questions if anything is not clear. Run
the code to see the output it produces.
Modify prac6b.cu to use a third version of the kernel routine for double
precision variables.
4. prac6c is generated by the code prac6c.cu. This also uses C++ templates
to generate two versions of a different kernel code with different sizes for a
fixed size array which will be mapped to registers by the compiler.
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Study how they are used and ask questions if anything is not clear. Run
the code to see the output it produces. You can check that the first thread
(tid=0) computes the correct value.
This is a useful technique to generate multiple “instances” (or
“instantiations”) of a kernel as an alternative to dynamically-sized arrays
which can only be put in shared memory.
5. Look at the documentation for the NVCC compiler available at
http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/pdf/CUDA Compiler Driver NVCC.pdf
6. If you have spare time, start to look at some of the later practicals.
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